•Goal: verify each tuple has been assigned to the nearest centroid •Brute-force approach: for each tuple, compute its distance to all cluster centroids. •Our approach: for each tuple, compute its distance to all of its Voronoi centroid neighbors.
Data-mining-as-a-service (DMaS) Model
• Service provider (server) -provides storage and computational power as the service. • Data owner (client) -outsources dataset and data mining computations to the server.
Problem:
How can the client of weak computational power to verify that R = F(D) efficiently? 
Next Steps

Probabilistic Approach
•Goal: achieve (α, β) -correctness -verify the cluster result of accuracy β with belief probability no less than α. •Our approach: insert a set of artificial tuples AT that is well-separated from D so that AT will not influence the original clusters.
